**Out in the Garden**

Out in the garden growing in the sun
Were 5 pretty flowers and my mommy picked one!

Out in the garden growing in the sun
Were 4 pretty flowers and my daddy picked one!

Out in the garden growing in the sun
Were 3 pretty flowers and my brother picked one!

Out in the garden growing in the sun
Were 2 pretty flowers and my sister picked one!

Out in the garden growing in the sun
Was 1 pretty flower and I picked that one!

---

**Little Seed in the Ground**

Little seed in the ground (crouch down)
Sitting so still
Little seed, will you sprout?
Yes, I will! (jump up)

**Gardener Digs the Soil**

The gardener digs the soil,
The gardener digs the soil,
Hi-ho, the derry-oh,
The gardener digs the soil.

Verses:
The gardener plants the seed....
The rain falls on the ground...
The sun shines bright and warm....
The plants begin to grow...
Flowers all around...

---

**Flower Garden**
by: Eve Bunting

**The Bear’s Garden**
by: Marcie Colleen

**In A Garden**
by: Tim McCanna

---
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**In My Garden**

There's something in my garden, 
Now, what can it be? 
There's something in my garden, 
That I can't really see.

I hear it's funny sound.... 
RIBBIT - RIBBIT - RIBBIT 
A FROG is what I found! 
RIBBIT - RIBBIT - RIBBIT

THUMP - Rabbit  
SQUEAK - Mouse  
CAW - Crow  
TWEET - Bird  
BUZZ - Bee  
WIGGLE - Caterpillar  
FLUTTER - Butterfly

**Way Up High in the Apple Tree**

Way Up High in the Apple Tree 
Way up high in the apple tree 
Two little apples smiled at me 
I shook that tree as hard as I could 
Mm Mm Mm those apples were good!

**Five Fat Peas**

Five fat peas in a pea pod pressed, 
One grew, two grew, so did all the rest. 
They grew and grew, 
And did not stop, 
Until one day, 
The pod went POP!

**Here is a Green Leaf**

Here is a green leaf, 
And here is a green leaf 
and that, you see, makes two 
Here is the bud that makes the flower 
Now watch it bloom for you!

**Slowly, Slowly**

Slowly, slowly, very slowly 
Creeps the garden snail. 
Slowly, slowly, very slowly 
Up the garden rail.

Quickly, quickly, very quickly 
Runs the little mouse. 
Quickly, quickly very quickly 
Into his little house.